News Release

Thailand's A-list celebrities gathered in force to experience for the first time!

"MahaSamutr Lagoon" Asia's largest man-made lagoon
Glitzy crowd also enjoyed an exclusive preview of the magnificent “MahaSamutr Villas”
Regarded as one of the greatest events of the year when the ever active and ingenious
Sorapoj Techakraisri, CEO of PACE Development Corporation Public Company Limited and the
developer behind “MahaSamutr Country Club Hua Hin”, and “MahaSamutr Villas” the luxury freehold
villas, invited over 1,000 VIP guests of Thailand’s leading celebrities and notable figures, to be the first
to experience Asia’s largest man-made lagoon. The luxury private party of the soon-to-be latest
landmark of Hua Hin, was held at Mahasamutr Country Club, Soi Hua Hin 112, Prachuabkhirikhan on
Saturday February 20, 2016. This event was beautifully festooned and frilled to the nines under the
theme of “The Sound of MahaSamutr.”
Sorapoj Techakraisri, CEO of PACE Development Corporation Public Company Limited,
revealed “We organized “The Sound of MahaSamutr” in order to launch the “MahaSamutr Lagoon,”
Asia’s largest man-made turquoise lagoon which is also the main feature of “MahaSamutr Country
Club,” the soon-to-be newest landmark of Hua Hin. Situated on the 75-rais piece of land, this central
hub will be most idyllic and sought-after meeting point in Hua Hin. Here, you will get a taste of
everything, from various recreational sports to social and lifestyle activities.”
This ornate exclusive event also offered selected VIP guests to preview and experience
MahaSamutr Villas, the high-end vacation villa development consisting of 80 beautifully crafted homes,
for the first time. The luxurious villas, located on the 55-rais piece of land, come in two stately designs;
the Gabel Roof Villa and the Triangle Roof Villa. Both of which seamlessly blend simplicity together
with the surrounding nature. Villa price starts from 50 million baht.
Social luminaries and VIPs together with their families graciously convened at this elegantly
stylish affair to congratulate MahaSamutr’s big boss. Familiar faces that were spotted in the crowds
were Polpat Asavaprapha, Kanachai Bencharongkul, Harry Bunyaraksh, Krist Chatikaratana, Prom –
Paul Sirisant, Chanintr Sirisant – Pavichaya Pavichitr, Jay – Jareyadee Spencer, Barom
Bhicharnchitr, Thirayuth – Chanadda – Pimpisa Chirathivat, Patsa Ngamjitsuksri, Tawn
Chatchawalwong

While some guests leisurely relaxed on the luxurious white sand beach, others amiably mingled with
the crowds, and the more active ones flocked to the water sports zones, where unique recreational
games were available to enjoy, from Water Skipper and Single Water Bike to Water Trampoline and
Electric Boat. For those who lacked experience in these recreational sports, there was a skillful team at
hand, led by our very own sports enthusiast, Nat Sarasas, and volleyball team. Afterwards, guests
savored various scrumptious culinary creations and enjoyed great music from honorary artists, from
the Freedom 108 band, including Joob - Wutthinan Bhirombhakdi, Praew - Kanitkul Natebutr, NamRonnadech Wongsaroj, Peck - Palitchoke Ayanabutr and Win - Asavin Duriyangkul to celebrity artists
including Waritta Bhirombhakdi, Pavene Limpichart, Saravut Lertpanyanuch, Pachara Dila, Sutthipat
Maneechote, Sarik Lieuudomsinchai and Jaruwat Kanthawuth. Summing up the series of grand
performances was no one other than the legendary Burin Boonvisut and "The Old School All Stars".
The "Mahasamutr Country Club" will soon open its doors to its complete facilities. For those
who are interested in applying for MahaSamutr Country Club’s lifetime membership, kindly contact 02237-1414 or email info@mahasamutr.co.th or visit www.mahasamutr.com. As for those who are
interested or have any enquiries regarding MahaSamutr Villas, kindly contact 061-416-6633 or email
mahasamutr@cbre.co.th.
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